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There’s nothing natural about trailering horses. Going 
into a tight, closed space with no hope of a forward 
escape (in most designs). Moving—faster than a horse 
can run—while standing still. Negotiating stops, starts, 
curves, and turns on slippery hooves. And, especially, 
leaving everything that’s familiar behind and heading 
out into the great unknown.
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Trailering
low-Stress Horse loading

Transport is a huge stressor for horses,  
ranking right up there with weaning. Stress parameters 
can shoot sky-high:

➤ Heart rate

➤ Cortisol release

➤ respiratory rate

But unlike weaning,  
Trailering is a stressor  

that repeats itself.

That doesn’t mean we shouldn’t  
trailer our horses. 
We certainly can, and should, transport them as we 
enjoy and care for them. It is our responsibility, how-
ever, to ensure that we’re trailering them with their 
utmost health and welfare in mind.

good training focuses on making 
horses feel safe when loading and 
once in the trailer.

SoMe SuGGeStIoNS:

■ Choose a quiet, unrushed moment for 
training. Hurrying only causes trouble.

■ Do groundwork (step back/front/side) 
just behind the trailer, so the horse learns 
standing in the trailer means break time.

■ load a confident, familiar horse first. 
Horses might learn by watching other 

 horses.

■ reward each step 
toward the trailer by 

immediate pressure release 
and a reward, such as a treat, 

verbal praise, and/or scratching 
the withers.

Keeping horses calm 
during trailer loading 

training sessions will help 
them retain the lessons 

and support future 
positive experiences.
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Zylkene® Equine helps horses cope 
naturally with stressful situations. 
Zylkene’s unique, milk-derived, ingredient 
helps horses cope the same way Nature 
calms the nursing foal.

Zylkene® can be used in any situation you feel 
creates anxiety in your horse and is ideal for 
helping horses maintain a normal disposition 
during periods of environmental or situational 
stress. A calm horse is a more focused horse 
and more receptive to training. Horses of all 
ages can benefit from Zylkene®.

Ask your veterinarian about Zylkene® Equine.

Instinct makes them react.
FOCUS YOUR HORSE.

1.800.267.5707
vetoquinolusa.com

AAt  Glance
low-Stress Horse loading 
and Trailering

Keep your horses safe by 
using wraps or shipping 
boots during travel. If applied 
correctly, they not only protect 
the limbs from trauma but they 
also help maintain healthy cir-
culation. Tail wraps and head 
protection are optional gear 
that can also pad any bumps 
or rubs en route.
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The happy, calm traveler
➤ A relaxed horse is a better learner, as well as 

a happier traveler. He’ll associate trailering 
with a more positive experience if he’s calm. 
Here are a few tips to lower his stress before 
and during transport:

➤ Use a travel 
buddy by 
loading a fa-
miliar horse—
even if that 
horse doesn’t 
otherwise 
“need” to go 
on the trip.

➤ Play classical 
music, which 
research shows 
can reduce 
horse heart 
rates.

➤ Research shows horses might learn better 
after receiving certain calming supplements.

➤ Be calm yourself. Our own stress levels 
affect our horses.

Learning theory is your best friend 
when fixing trailering problems. Horses 
do whatever works for them. 

Don’t “let him rest a minute” if he’s not 
moving the right direction. That’s a reward.

Do keep pressure constant until he yields, and then release immediately.

If this doesn’t work, or if the horse’s response becomes dangerous, consult an 
equine behaviorist or science-based horse trainer.
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learning 
THeory:  

the conceptual framework  
describing how knowledge is 

absorbed, processed, and retained 
during learning. Cognitive, emotion-
al, and environmental influences, as 
well as prior experience, all play a 

part in how horses gain or alter their 
understanding and retain 

knowledge and skills.
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